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In search of the primordial plane ofIn search of the primordial plane of
the Ibizan housethe Ibizan house
The origins of the Ibizan rural house was the great theme in the life of Rolph Blakstad,
who died a week ago. In a great yet unpublished book he developed his hypothesis from
a study compared with the architecture of Syria, Lebanon, Egypt and Palestine

Vicente Valero 13.04.2012 | 16:37

Artist, traveler, researcher, designer, builder ... RolphArtist, traveler, researcher, designer, builder ... Rolph
Blakstad arrived in Eivissa in 1956 and wasBlakstad arrived in Eivissa in 1956 and was
captivated by the rural world of Ibiza, especially forcaptivated by the rural world of Ibiza, especially for
its architecture, which he began to study in depthits architecture, which he began to study in depth
very early on. very early on. His studies took him to countries ofHis studies took him to countries of
the Near East, where he could also investigate andthe Near East, where he could also investigate and
make comparisons with the country houses. make comparisons with the country houses. HeHe
died last week at 82 years of age.died last week at 82 years of age.

Not as an architect, but as an artist -painter, potter,

photographer ...-, Rolph Blakstad arrived in Eivissa,

along with his wife Mary, in 1956. He told it in an

excellent article published in 'Quadern del TEH P', in the number ten (1998), entitled 'Introduction to

hidden places', one of those texts that express in an emotional way what it meant for a sensitive traveler

to reach Eivissa in the fifties, discover an ancient culture and decide to stay to learn and know to his

people. He left behind his work on Canadian television, a peaceful life in Vancouver ... The

Mediterranean had trapped him forever.

Rolph and Mary began, however, living in Dalt Vila, "two floors of one of the large houses that the Tur de

Montis family had". There they spent a year and a half, until they decided to settle in Santa Eulària.

"Mary and I went for a walk, sometimes for days. We had blankets to sleep where the night would

surprise us. There were no hotels on the beaches; from time to time a fisherman's boat in the sand and

nothing more. So we walked all over the island, not at one time, but little by little -explorating and

returning home after a few days-. "

The gradual discovery of the interior of the island made them recognize a culture rooted in the depths of

the Mediterranean, from which they soon fell in love. They decided then to live in the country. The deal

with the peasants was crucial. "Being in harmony with the mood of nature produces wisdom and

versatility in a person. These are qualities that I found in the peasants of the island. If you live like a king,

no matter how small the kingdom, you are a king, responsible for a microcosm that is a sample of

everything that life has. These orchards, farms, kingdoms ... breathed a sense of well-being that is not

often found today. So much humanity, the contact with trees and animals, creates a thing of great value

in the environment. In a final analysis, what made Eivissa different for me was its 'baraka',
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A look at the originsA look at the origins
 Rolph Blakstad then began his growing interest in the peasant houses, their way of building them and

their origin. The Ibizan rural architecture became forever its primary activity: as apprentice first,

researcher later and finally as a builder.

Among the researchers of the Ibizan rural house, it has surely been Rolph Blakstad who has placed the

greatest emphasis on the theme of origins. This question did not interest much to the first architects

who, in the thirties, 'discovered' the payesa house: neither Josep Lluis Sert nor Germán Rodríguez Arias

nor Erwin Broner devoted a single line to the origins, beyond formulating the hypothesis of a vague

'Mediterranean style' with which they actually sought not so much roots as stylistic principles for their

own projects of the present and the future.

Only Raoul Hausmann, who was not an architect, and who raised his Ibizan studies from cultural

anthropology during those same years, addressed the issue of origins in several of his articles, pointing

out that "the rural dwellings of Ibiza are typical representatives of the Mediterranean architecture

derived from constructive forms that had already reached a great perfection in Asia Minor and Egypt in

very ancient times ", assuming that its typology was implanted on the island by Phoenician-Punic

culture, because" from the Carthaginian era it has received another influence than the North African at

the beginning of the Middle Ages. "

The same physiognomy of the houses and their scant resemblance to Catalan, Valencian or Mallorcan

homes, used to be enough to attribute an almost mythical antiquity and an oriental origin, in line with

the idealized vision - lost and rediscovered paradise - that in the 1930s Eivissa was formed by most of

its visitors. But already in 1912, the author of 'La casa catalana', the Catalan philologist Antoni Griera,

had come to the conclusion that the Ibizan rural dwelling was of 'pre-Roman' origin. And his German

pupil, Walter Spelbrink, in 1931, also in an imaginative way, he classified it as 'Berber house'.

Since Raoul Hausmann, almost all the studies on the payesa house usually point out, without ever

deepening too much, the hypothesis of the oriental origin. The great contribution of Rolph Blakstad

consists above all in the investigations that he himself could carry out during his travels through

Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, Sudan and Egypt. Since there are no archaeological remains of Phoenician

houses in Eivissa, Blakstad liked to say that in those countries he had been able to see and study Ibizan

houses ...

His comparative study, with plans, photographs and drawings, proves it. And this comparative study

reaches not only the typology of the house, but also an infinity of elements: from the cordelería of the

chairs to the rings of the doors, the system of measurements and the religious symbols. A complete

catalog of the rural domestic world of the island, whose powerful memory would have made it last in a

ritual way, the fruit of the peasant's own conservatism, the original ways and mechanisms of work.

Blakstad saw in the ancient Phoenician territories, as well as in those whose culture - like that of Egypt -

decisively influenced the Phoenician, schemes, typologies, drawings and symbols that he himself had

seen and studied in Ibizan farmhouses since the fifties.

Basic scheme of the houseBasic scheme of the house
 His research, unpublished yet - although very briefly divulged by other authors in some articles and

books -, is the first historical-typological study of the Ibizan house, and can be summarized with the

same words that Blakstad used in an interview to this newspaper almost 25 years ago: «The Ibicencan

house is a synthesis of Eastern Mediterranean cultures. The way of construction was imported by the

Phoenicians, but they copied it from Egypt, Mesopotamia and other places, because as they had a great

mercantile spirit they traveled a lot and their culture was a synthesis of all the areas they knew. "

Regarding the basic scheme imported from these homes can be summarized as did Elías Torres in his

'Guide to architecture of Ibiza and Formentera' from the study of Blakstad: «The Ibizan rural house has

its origin in the rectilinear houses of the Neolithic in the Next East. Throughout millennia a scheme was

configured that took as a nucleus a rectangular room with a door on one of its larger sides -'The long

room'-. It attached two or three rooms on the opposite side, complete with rooms on a smaller side or

both. Around the year 1000 BC A new type of palace -Bayt-Hilani- appears by incorporation in the front

of the 'long room' of a portico. This type appears in Phenicia, which then emerged as a great power

under the reign of Hiram of Tire,

Undoubtedly, one of the most striking aspects of Blakstad's study is the comparison of drawings and

drawings. Through them you can see the surprising series of constructive coincidences between, for
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example, a payesa house and a Phoenician or Egyptian palace. But this also has its explanation

according to Blakstad: "the evolution from the cabins of the Neolithic to the palatial architecture of the

time of Hiram returns in its last state to a simple peasant house, conserving in this its air of nobility".

Hence the name of'palacio payés' with which the Belgian architect Philippe Rotthier, indefatigable

defender of the country house and its preservation, named these houses in an excellent study about

them published in the eighties. It has not been Philippe Rotthier the only foreign architect living in

Eivissa who has studied the Ibizan house during the last decades. Also the German architect Eric Muhle

has analyzed the constructive forms, as well as the origins of the payesa house. A different and equally

interesting contribution to the study of Ibizan architecture has been that of the Ibizan historian Antoni

Ferrer Abárzuza.

The repeated hypotheses about the origin of the Ibicencan house, however, also concentrate not a few

problems, the most important of which can be considered as follows: if it is admitted that the Ibicencan

rural house has maintained its original typology coming from the Phoenician culture How is it possible

that cultures as powerful as Roman, Muslim and Christian have barely influenced it?

The last word on this question is not yet said. There is a lot of work to be done and many aspects to

investigate. But, at the moment, a necessary work would also be to finally publish the book to which

Rolph Blakstad dedicated a good part of his life.
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